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         A Theory for Averaging Anisotropic ESR Parameters

                      S. MORIUCHI* and J. SOHMA**

                            (Received July 30, 1973)

                                 Abstract

    A theoretical treatment was developed for partial averaging of anisotropic

ESR parameters arising from the Brownian motion of molecules. The Hamil-
tonian is divided into the two parts, namely, the time-independent and the time-

dependently fluctuating part. The latter was averaged by the aid of the proba-

bility density derived from the diffusion equation of the Brownian motion. This

method was applied to obtain the average of the anisotropic g factor arising from

molecular motion. In the present work each principal value of the g tensor was

separately averaged and-the results agreed with the experimental findings. And

also the results were expressed by the anisotropic part at t=O multiplied by a

factor 21T tan-i(T.IT'2). Our approach is more general than KneubUhl's theory

and his results were proved to be an approximation for small anisotropy of the

gfactor. ･

                               Introduction

    It is well known that the random Brownian motion of molecules in liquids

has an important effect on the relaxation mechanism of ESR. The other effect

of the Brownian motion of molecules is the averaging of the anisotropic ESR
parameters of the molecules, such as g tensor and the hyperfine coupling constant

tensor. If we assume a complete hindrance of molecular motion in a solid phase,

the anisotropy should appear in an observation. In liquid, in which molecular

motion is sufllciently rapid, the anisotropy is averaged out and the ESR spectrum

appears isotTopically. In the intermediate case, which sometimes occurs in either

polymers or highly viscous liquids, the anisotropy is partly averaged. Hitherto

a few work on ESR study of molecular motion based on observation of averaging

of the anisotropic ESR parameters were published. If the averaging process of

the anisotropic parameters is observable, one can obtain information of the cor-

relation time related to the Brownian motion provided with an appropriate theory.

Although Kiveisoni) and Freed2) published a series of papers on the theories in

which they studied the effect of the Brownian motion on the relaxation mecha-

nisms in liquid phase where the anisotropy is completely averaged out, there are

also a few theoretical studies3)N5> related to the partial averaging of the anisotropic

ESR parameters for a system in which the Brownian motion is not sufliciently

rapid for complete averaging. It was recently found that the anisotrQpic g factor

gradually changed with rising temperatures and these temperature variations are
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due to the partial averaging of anisotropic g factor caused by the Brownian mo-

tions in elevated temperatures6). In order to obtain quantitative information on

the Brownian motion a theory, by which the experimental results can be analysed,

is required and Kneubtthl's theory3) is most convenient for the analysis of the

experimental results. The authors used Kneubtthl's theory for the analysis of

their experimental results on the peroxyradicals of polymer6) but it was found that

the theory has a few defects which should be improved. At first, in KneubUhl's

theory, the averaging is done not on the g factor itself but the square of the g

factor. On the other hand, the experimentally observed quantity is, of course,

the average of the g factor itself. The perturbation due to the Brownian motion

is stochastic and therefore the spin Hamiltonian for a molecule fluctuates. Thus,

the fluctuating Hamiltonian should be averaged instead of averaging the ESR

parameters, which was done after the method of KneubUhl. In this paper the
results obtained by KneubUhl on the averaging of the g-anisotropy will be derived

from more general assumptions; the time-dependent Hamiltonian and the phenome-

nological equation of the Brownian motion. And also it will be shown that the

theoretical approach can be extended to other anisotropic ESR parameters.

                      Averaging of the g"anisotropy

    For the theoretical approach to partial averaging of the g-anisotropy the fol-

lowing assumptions will be made:

  l) Only systems with S==:l!2 will be considered.

  2) The paramagnetic molecules are randomly oriented.

  3) No hyperfine splitting is considered.

  4) The line-shape is mainly determined by the anisotropic g factor.

  5) The Brownian motion of the paramagnetic molecules in viscous liquids is

      independent of the magnetic interaction between these magnetic centers
      and their neighbors or the external field.

    The approach starts from the Hamiltortian which is fluctuating becauSe of

the Brownian motion of a molecule in a viscous liquid or polymers. In such

systems the molecular motion may be considered to be so rapid that the ani-

sotropy of ESR parameters are affected. Thus, it is desirable and more general

if the average is taken over the Hamiltonian itself instead of the weighted average

of the g factor, which was done in Kneubtthl's theory. In a similar manner to

Freed's theory') on the iine shape, the Hamiltonian is divided into two parts.

        .J82i=c.Ja2!o+Xi(t) (1)
A part of the Hamiltonian .jk?/o, which is related to the isotropic part of the g

tensor, is time independent and is described as ･
                 '

where H] S and P represent the applied magnetic field, the spin operator and the

Bohr magnetron, respectively, and go is the average of the principal values of the



v.'/

governs probabilitydensityR(cr,P,r),
which is the probability density to find a

molecule at the time T an orientation de-

scribed by Eulerian angles, cr, P, r, defined

in Fig. 1.

        Oo"P.;=DAaprP '(s) 'JCx

                                          N                                ･Nli/G.2.iel.,tZ/.2'111wgt-hoi:ag.":tE,'/k'/tkraSgin'ffn%./3i19P:':SZer'6th;.ilel//'i' xs2N)>N),,<'.'11

alongtheZaxisofthelaboratorycoordi- ylS-×I
nates, the average is taken over the two

angles cr and P. Fig. 1. XYZ:
                                                xyz:    With the initial condition

       P(cyo, Po, T, cy, P),=o=6(cr-cro, P-Po)

equation (5) is solved and a solution, which is the pro

mined by Eq.(5), is obtained and expressed as a spherical

        R(cro, Po, T, cr, P)=: il] exp[-l(l+1)T16T.] li, Y2

On the other hand, the average of any function f(cr, P)

harmonic function as shown in Eq. (8)

        f(cr, I3) - X a. Y2"(a, B)

                w}
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9-tensor:

            1        go= mgrn (gx+ gy+g.) (3)
On the other hand the other part of the Hamiltonian "i(t) is a contribution
from the anisotropic part and a fluctuating perturbation, which is averaged out in

a case of sufliciently rapid molecular motion. This part of the Hamiltonian is

given by Eq.(4) in reference to the molecular coordinates, in which the static

magnetic field is explicitly time-dependent.

       ..or, (t) -PSgt H( t) (4)
       g'! g6x ,9. 8 i!i(g"sgo ,,g,, g

             oogt. Xo o                                        9z-go

    Since only rotational motion of a molecule is effective in averaging the ani-

sotropic ESR parameters, such as the g-factor, the equation of angular diffusion,

which is the phenomenological equation of the rotational Brownian motion, is

taken as the fundamental equation which
                                                     z        the
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is taken making use of the probability density of Eq.(7), as follows,

        <f(a, P)>A. = SSf(cr, P)R sin P dP clbu - exp[-l(l+ l)T16T.]f(cr,, P,) (9)

or

        <Y}"e>.,. - SSR Y}"t(a, P) sin P dP ckv ==: Y}M(cr,, P,) exp[-l(l+ 1)T16T.] (10)

One can regard this average as the time average of the magnetic interaction by

the fluctuating molecular motion described by Eq.(5). And <Y}M>A. is also ex-

pressed as the Fourier expansion as shown in Eq.(11)

        <Y2"b>..:=Sll..a(cr,,p,,v)exp(i2rcvT)cbJ . (ll)

In a similar manner to Kneubtthl's approach only the time intervai which is
shorter than the inverse of the line-width 7' L' is taken into account as a good

approximation. Since the time dependent Hamiltonian, Eq. (4), is expressed as the

second rank of the spherical harmonics as shown in Eq.(27) in the next section,

the average of this Hamiltonian can be taken by the aid of R, which is governed

by the rotational diffusion equation, Eq.(5), And the integration will be per-

formed with the above mentioned approximation, and the following equation,
Eq.(12), will be obtained.

        <c.idi>.t. - SLil 2I,,a(cro, Po, p) exp (i2pvT) db k "i(O) rll7 tanni(r.17>') (12)

Taking Eq.(4) into account the average of the anisotropic g factor is obtained

                                     2
        <cYi>Av="P(g.'H,+gv'Hl+g.'a)itan-'(T.17>') (13)
                                      '
Therefore the average of the total Hamiltonian is expressed as

       <'ff >Av == pto + <c.sSi2'1>ke

              -[go+g,'(21n)tanrmi(T.!7>')}PHle

              +(g,+g,'(21z) tan"' (T.ICZ'li')} P4 (i4)

              + (g,+ g.'(21T) tanmi (T.!7'li')] I9a

              == <g.>A. PHt: + <g.>.t. P4 + <g.>.t. PHL

where

        <gx>.i. == go+ g.! (2/rr) tan-i(T.ITt2)

        <g,>.t.=go+g.'(21ff)tan-i(T.IT'2) (15)
        <g.>.tv==go+g.t(2/n)tan-i(T./Tt2)

Eq.(15) indicates that each principal value of the g tensor is separately averaged

and this theoretical conclusion of the separate averaging agrees with what was

found in the experiment6). Comparing one component of Eq.(15), for example
<g.>, with the experimental values of g,, at various temperatures one can estimate

e.

'l
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the correlation time T. at the temperatures provided with the known line-width
Tt26).

    In the orientation shown in Fig. 1, g2 is expressed as follows.

        g2 =: g2,, sin2 Po sin2 cto + g2y sin2 Po cos2 cro + g2. cos2 Po

In a similar way, the square of the averaged g factor is obtained as

        <g2>A.=i:{go+g,t'(2!z)tan-i(T.ITt2))2sin2Posin2cro

             +(go+g.'(21T)tan-i(T.fT'2)}2sin2P,cos2cr, (16)

             +(go+g.'(2!rr)tan-i(T.!Tt2)]2cos2P2

On the other hand the average of the square of the g tensor was derived by
Kneubtthl [3] in the following expression.

        <g2>.t. = {s +(g.2 - s) (21rr) tanni (T.ITt2)] sin2 Po sin2 evo

             +{s+(g,2-s)(21T)tan-i(T.IT'2)]sin2Pocos2evo

             +{s+(g.2-s)(2!n)tanri(T./T'2)}cos2Po

                   1
               s== -ii- (g.2+g.2+g.2) (17)
If the difference of the principal values are smali enough in comparison with g,

that is dg<g,

        g,,2 -s i g..2 - ge2 = (g.- go) (g,u + go) # g.t 2go

and

        (go+g.' 2!n tan-i T.IT'2)2i s+(g.2-s) 21rc tan-i (T.IT'2) (18)

Since each component of Eq.(16) is equal to the corresponding one of Eq.(17) in

the case of small anisotropy, it is verified that the Kneubtthl's result is an ap-

proximation of the average obtained from the averaging of the perturbing Ham-

iltonian in the case of a smaller anisotropy of the g factor.

             Averaging of other anisotropic ESR parameters

    The method of average, developed in the last section, is readily extended to

averaging other anisotropic ESR parameters, such as hyperfine coupling tensor

and the quadrupole interaction, if one takes the Hamiltonian which includes these

interactions. The total Hamiltonian is also divided into the two parts, the time-

independent part and the dependent one.

       c.i{IX="o+"i(t) (19)
The time-independent part suo consists of the Zeemann term and the isotropic

hyperfine interaction term.
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                      7I       x,=g,PH･S+Za,h･S (2o)                      i=1
The anisotropic parts of the interactions contribute to the time-dependent Hamil-

tonian which stochastically fluctuates, because only the anisotropic part of the

interactions are influenced by the Brownian motion of a molecule. This time-

dependent Hamiltonian is divided into three different interactions

       x,(t) =:= su(e)(e+x(D)(e+,.v(e)(t) (21)
where X(G) is the Zeemann splitting related to the'anisotropic part of the g

factor, which was discussed in the last section, ..JX2i(") is the anisotropic hyperfine

splitting, and c.JY(Q) is the quadrupole interaction. The spin Hamiltonian is ex-

pressed in general form as foll,ows with reference to the mo!ecular coordinates

       c.sVi(e=Z 4,(,･2'"b' A,,`,･2'-""' (22)
               m,p,i
where pt specifies the specific interaction, i specifies the different nucleus, A,,,(i2'-M)

is the irreducible tensor with the rank 2, and the component of -m. E,,i can

be calculated by the electron wave function and remains unchanged while the

Eulerian angles (aPr) change due to the Brownian motion. On the other hand
A,,i depends on the Eulerian angle (crPr). .P),,a is expressed in the coordinate

system of the principal axis of the g tensor, and A',,,i described in a frame fixed

in space. Taking advantage of the Wigner matrix, DJ$,2,).,,, the equation expressed

with the molecular coordinate system is transformed to those with the space

coordinate A',,,(d2'M) ,
        A,,S2'-M) =ZDn$?),., (cr, P, r) A',,S'2"'t') (23)
                 ettt
                               t ttwhere cr, P,r are Eulerian angles.

Thus

        ",(a == z zD-s,e),,,, (cr, p, r) At,,,s,2･onb') .zi;,,g,2･on･) (24)

               ettJ,tttiJ oitt ,
The concrete descriptions of A',,,(.･2'"V) and li),,(,･2"'i') for the three interactions are

given as follows

1) Anisotropic g effect (pt=1,L=2)

             '                   A',,E.2im)

        m=:o -2(2!3)i!211I6,S

        m==±2 O
                 1        Iil(2'O) = -7(-1)MP,fi-i6-'!2[2g.-(g.+g.)]

        E(2''2) = -(-ll-)2(-i)"'bp.E-'(g.-g,)



fi

'
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2) cl-cl interaction (pt=2,L=2) T
                         A',,E.2,7n)

                                                '       .=o -2(g)'/2[4.q-t(4.s-+4"s.)]

       m-±1 ±(h±kSl,+4.S±) (27)
       m:=:±2 -L±S.
       Ili,E,2,en) =(-1)"br,rtfimi(6rr!5)ii2<gb ･ri-3Um(0i, ipa) gb>

3) Nuclear quadrupole interaction (pt==3,L ==2)

                         At3,S,2,m)

       .=o -({})i12(3J,.2mk(4+1))

                                                          '                                                                '
                 ±(n±kx+hxL±) (28)       m ==: ±1

       m=±･2 -4.2
                         Iil,,E.2･m)

       (-1)"b[e2iE-i(411;(211,-1)]-i](7e)."'")

       (7e)i`O'--(312)i/2<ip L.(i) ¢> (29)
       (7e)i(='i) = d,:m<¢ "･.(i)±iUg(i) ¢>

                  1
       (Ve)t`'2' == -v2- <ip VIcx(i)- Ly(i)±2iVugy(i) ¢>

Since the directions of the principal axes differ from one interaction to the other,

the Eulerian angles of the principal axes of each interaction are specified with

suflix, pt. In the above expression term D-5,?).,,, fluctuates time-dependently and is

expressed with the second order of the spherical harmonic function. This fiuc-

tuating term is averaged by the aid of R,

        SD-S2,),.,i(cr, P, r) R(a, P,r,, T, ev, p, r) cls:}

               :=: Dug.?).,(evo Poro) exp(-Tk.) (3o)
Therefore,

<"1>Av

In a similar way

        <..sk2-1>Av

<..IY'1>A.

= ZI ZD-S,?),..t(croPoro),,A',,,(i2'""')Ii},,(.･2'"'b'exp(-TIT.)

 Otb,St,i ptb'

= "1(O)exp(-T!T.)
= Sli.. a(cyo, g9o, 7'o, v) exp (i2zvT) du

 to the averaging of g developed in the last section

,,., gii"T'2 a(cr,, p,, r,) exp (i2nvT) dL'

 J-11nT'2

==

 .Jyi(o) l tan"i ( fi, )

(31)

(32)

(33)

,
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        <X>A. =- Xo+Xi(O) 2fff tanrm'(T.!T',) (34)
That is, the average of any anisotropic ESR parameter is given as a product of

                       ,.JYi(O) and tan-i(T.IT',).

                                Conclusion

    The averaging of the anisotropy due to the rotational Brownian motion was

considered. Starting from the separation of the time-independent part and the

dependent one of the Hamiltonian it was deduced that the average Hamiltonian

is obtained by adding the isotropic part to the anisotropic one at t=O multiplied

by a factor 21rctanuni(T.IT'2). This result involves KneubUhl's result as the ap-

proximation permitted for small g anisotropy. Our result can be applied to the

anisotropic ESR parameters, such as the g factor, hyperfine coupling, which have

an even larger anisotropy.
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